
Name ____________________________________  Date ____________________________ 

Vocabulary- Unit 14 Test 

Directions: Circle the word that best completes the sentence. 

1.) He has a good __________________ if he can prove where he was. 

 a.) confederate  b.) alibi  c.) discharge  d.) mutiny 

2.) Something that is fired off or released is called a(n) _______________________. 

 a.) discharge  b.) confederate  c.) alibi  d.) mutiny 

3.) To rule as a monarch is to _________________. 

 a.) discharge  b.) modify  c.) mutiny  d.) reign 

4.) In ______________ chats, I honestly share my thoughts and feelings. 

 a.) singular  b.) negative  c.) economical  d.) frank 

5.) To alter or change something is to ______________. 

 a.) pursue  b.) reign  c.) modify  d.) discharge 

6.) A bad or unfavorable atmosphere can be called ________________. 

 a.) frank  b.) negative  c.) singular  d,.) economical 

7.) Something that is one of a kind is ______________. 

 a.) confederate  b.) economical  c.) singular  d.) negative 

Directions: Choose the word from the box that best completes the sentence. 

 

 

 

8.) One robber was caught, but his _____________________________________got away. 

9.) They tried to ________________________________ me, but I became suspicious of their plan. 

10.) To _______________________________ a dream, you must always meet your goals. 

11.) It is _________________________________________for us to buy cat food by the case. 

12.) The captain was outraged when his sailors chose to _______________________________. 

13.) He did not make the team because of his _______________________________ attitude. 

alibi  ecomomical  mutiny  pursue  

confederate  frank  negative swindle 



Directions: Circle the synonym for each boldface word. 

14.) modify some computer software 

 a.) alter  b.) need   c.) invent  d.) purchase 

15.) cannot believe her alibi 

 a.) accomplice  b.) partner  c.) excuse  d.) foe 

16.) tries to swindle trusting customers 

 a.) remember  b.) follow  c.) attract  d.) cheat 

17.) after a reign of terror 

 a.) story  b.) regime  c.) riot  d.) moment 

18.) secretly planned the mutiny 

 a.) uprising  b.) getaway  c.) defense  d.) strategy 

19.) pursue the thief 

 a.) rescue  b.) confront  c.) hire  d.) chase 

Directions: Circle the antonym for each boldface word. 

20.) Discharge the new bookkeeper 

 a.) dismiss  b.) inform  c.) hire  d.) command 

21.) singular subjects 

 a.) interesting  b.) difficult  c.) good  d.) plural 

22.) negative comments  

 a.) favorable  b.) unusual  c.) cruel  d.) unfavorable 

23.) economical way to travel 

 a.) practical  b.) frugal  c.) exceptional  d.) extravagant 

24.) received frank letters 

 a.) blunt  b.) insincere  c.) long  d.) cheerful 

25.) meet with our confederate 

 a.) employer  b.) guardian  c.) enemy  d.) student 

 


